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Abstract
Parametric X-rays (PXR) along the velocity of relativistic electrons crossing a crystalline target is studied in this
work. The detailed theory of PXR for Laue scattering geometry is developed with account of contributions of both
PXR and transition radiation (TR) to the total emission yield. An inﬂuence of photoabsorption and interference be-
tween PXR and TR on the forward PXR properties are studied. Most appropriate conditions for the real experiment
devoted to forward PXR observation are elucidated on the basis of the developed theory. The advantage of the use of
heavy crystals with this aim in mind is shown. The expected experimental results are discussed.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When a fast charged particle moves in a crystal
it can emit X-rays due to the coherent scattering of
such a particle equilibrium electromagnetic ﬁeld
on periodically placed atomic planes of the crystal
[1–3]. The theory of such emission known as the
parametric X-rays or PXR predicts an existence of
two PXR peaks propagating along both Bragg
scattering direction and the velocity of an emitting
particle. The ﬁrst of mentioned peaks has been
investigated theoretically and experimentally in
detail [4–7]. Its theoretical description is based on
both kinematical and dynamical theories of X-ray
diﬀraction [8,9]. It is important that the inﬂuence
of the density eﬀect analogous to that in relativistic
particle ionization energy losses hampers the
manifestation of dynamical diﬀraction eﬀects in
such ‘‘ordinary PXR’’ [10]. Therefore kinematical
and dynamical descriptions of PXR peak emitted
to Bragg scattering direction are close to each
other.
Additional PXR peak emitted along an emitting
particle velocity is of the great physical interest
because of two circumstances. First of all this peak
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can be described within the frame of dynamical
diﬀraction theory only [11,12]. Therefore its ob-
servation will provide a convincing demonstration
of the dynamical diﬀraction eﬀects in PXR. Fur-
thermore, the discussed PXR peak is interpreted
usually as kind of Cherenkov eﬀect appearing due
to the dynamical changing of the eﬀective refrac-
tive index of the crystal [5,13]. Veriﬁcation of such
X-ray Cherenkov radiation is very diﬃcult exper-
imental task. Some attempts at ‘‘forward PXR’’
observation have not been successful [14,15]. It
seems likely that this radiation has been observed
for the ﬁrst time by Mainz group [16], where a 50
lm silicon crystal and 855 MeV electron beam of
the Mainz Microtron MAMI have been used. It
should be noted that the peak [16] was observed
within the wide region of observation angles, but
the nature of such a peak observed at small angles
relative to emitting particle velocity H  c1 ¼ m=
(m and  are the mass and the energy of emitting
electron) can be connected with the dynamical
diﬀraction eﬀects in the transition radiation (TR)
from a thin crystalline target [17]. There is no
detailed description of the experiment [16] in
literature as well as its theoretical explanation.
Therefore the detailed theoretical description of
the forward PXR from a crystalline target with the
ﬁnite thickness L is one of the currently central
problems of PXR theory.
Forward PXR properties were analyzed theo-
retically in several works [11–13] (see ﬁrst of all the
last work [13]), but the most part of obtained in
these works analytical and numerical results de-
scribe PXR contribution only. However it is nec-
essary to take into account the TR contribution to
emission yield because a total TR yield is greater
than PXR one. Since PXR spectral width is very
small compared with TR width the measurements
of diﬀerential characteristics of the emission are
needed for the separation of PXR on the TR
background. It should be noted that TR properties
can be changed very essentially in the vicinity of
Bragg frequency where the forward PXR is realized
[17], therefore the study of TR contribution and an
interference between TR and PXR is very impor-
tant for the correct description of real experiment.
The forward PXR in Laue scattering geometry
is considered in this work on the basis of dynam-
ical diﬀraction theory. The main goal of the de-
veloped theory consists in the elucidation of most
appropriate conditions for the forward PXR ex-
perimental veriﬁcation. In Section 2 the general
expression for an emission spectral-angular distri-
bution is derived on the basis of the previous work
[18]. Obtained results are used in Section 3 for the
detailed analysis of emission characteristics. Sec-
tion 4 is devoted to the discussion of experimental
conditions. Our conclusions and some ﬁnal com-
ments are collected in Section 5.
2. General expressions
Let us consider an emission of relativistic elec-
trons crossing a crystal with the thickness L along
the axis e as it is shown in Fig. 1. This axis is
usually ﬁxed in an experimental setup. The axis
OX in Fig. 1 is the normal to the surface of the
crystal target. This axis coincides with the travel-
ling axis of the goniometer in which the target is
arranged. The stationary axis of the goniometer
coincides with the axis OZ in Fig. 1. The angles h0k
and h0? in Fig. 1 show the possible turning of the
crystalline target around the corresponding axes.
Reﬂecting crystallographic plane of the crystal
Fig. 1. Geometry of the forward PXR. An emitting electron
beam and emitted photon ﬂux are directed along the axis e. The
axis OX is the travelling axis of the goniometer. The axis OZ is
the stationary axis of the goniometer. The reﬂecting crystallo-
graphic plane go through the axis OX perpendicular to recip-
rocal lattice vector g. The axis OX0 is the initial position of the
axis OX (before possible turning by the goniometer). The angle
u=2 is initial angle between electron beam axis and reﬂecting
plane. Two-dimensional angular variables H and W describe
angular distributions of the photon ﬂux and electron beam re-
spectively.
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determined by the reciprocal lattice vector g (see
Fig. 1) is arranged parallel to the axis OX. The
angle u=2 is the initial orientation angle (when
h0k ¼ h0? ¼ 0) between an electron beam axis and
the reﬂecting plane. Characteristics of the photon
ﬂux, emitted along the axis e and propagating in a
vacuum behind the crystal are analyzed in this
work. Such task was considered earlier in work
[18], but for the special case h0k ¼ h0? ¼ 0 only.
Since the aim of our analysis is to elucidate the
experimental possibilities to separate PXR contri-
bution on the background of TR more general
expression for the total emission amplitude A
compared to given in [18] is derived here.
Describing the periodically changing dielectric
permeability of the crystal ðx; rÞ as
ðx; rÞ ¼ 1þ v0ðxÞ þ
X0
g
vgðxÞeigr
and deﬁning the Fourier transform of the excited
transverse electric ﬁeld EtrxðrÞ within the frame of
well known two-wave approximation of dynamical
diﬀraction theory [19] as
Etrx ¼
Z
d3k
X2
k¼1
ðek0Ek0eikr þ ekgEkgeiðkþgÞrÞ;
where ek0 and ekg are the polarization vectors,
kek0 ¼ ðkþ gÞekg ¼ 0 one can obtain from Max-
well equations the ordinary for PXR theory system
ðk2  x2ð1þ v0ÞÞEk0  x2vgakEkg
¼ ixe
2p2
ek0vdðx kvÞ; ð1aÞ
ððkþ gÞ2  x2ð1þ v0ÞÞEkg  x2vgakEk0 ¼ 0; ð1bÞ
where v is the emitting electron velocity, a1 ¼ 1,
a2 ¼ e20e2g ¼ cosu.
As mentioned in introduction, the discussed
forward PXR is interpreted as Cherenkov like ef-
fect. Since such an opinion is not the sole it should
present an added reason for utilizing quasi-Cher-
enkov nature of the forward PXR following from
(1). When a fast electron moves in an unbounded
crystal the solution Ek0 can be presented in the
form
Ek0 ¼ ixe
2p2
ek0v
k2  x2effðx; kÞ dðx kvÞ;
eff ¼ 1þ v0 þ
x2vgvga
2
k
ðkþ gÞ2  x2ð1þ v0Þ
; ð2Þ
coinciding formally with that describing an elec-
tromagnetic ﬁeld excited by a fast particle in a
homogeneous medium with the spatial dispersion.
The presented expression for the eﬀective dielectric
permeability eff shows clearly that the possible
emission has the quasi-Cherenkov nature and this
emission can occur due to dynamical changing of
the refractive index only, since v0ðxÞ 
 x20=x2 <
0 in X-ray range.
On the other hand the solution Ekg cannot be
represented in the form, analogous to (2). In ac-
cordance with (1b) the expression for Ekg has the
form
Ekg ¼ ixe
2p2
ek0v
k2  x2eff
 x
2vgak
k2g  x2ð1þ v0Þ
dðx kgvþ gvÞ; ð3Þ
where we take into account that the momentum
kg  kþ g corresponds to the ﬁeld Ekg, propagat-
ing along the Bragg scattering direction. Obvi-
ously, the ﬁeld Ekg appears due to the coherent
scattering of the ﬁeld Ek0 by a system of parallel
atomic planes, determined by the reciprocal lattice
vector g (the scattering process is indicated by the
momentum transfer g in the kinematical con-
servation low x kgv ¼ gv). It is easy to see that
the emission ﬁeld Ekg occurs independently on the
character of the primary ﬁeld Ek0. Particularly, the
discussed emission occurs without account of
the dynamical diﬀraction eﬀects, when eff ! 1þ v0
and the ﬁeld Ek0 is reduced to ordinary coulomb
ﬁeld of a fast particle. This approximation is
known in PXR theory as the kinematical theory of
PXR [1,8].
Returning to the general expressions (1) let us
consider an emission from the ﬁnite crystal target.
Using the general solutions of both these equa-
tions and corresponding equations for ﬁelds in a
vacuum outside the crystal (such equations follow
from (1) in the limit v0 ¼ vg ¼ vg ¼ 0) one can
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obtain by the use of ordinary boundary conditions
for the ﬁelds at the in and out-surfaces of the
crystal the following expression for the radiation
ﬁeld in a vacuum behind the crystal:
ERadk0 ¼ akkkdðkx  pÞ;
akkk ¼ 
ixe
2p2
ek0v 1
0
B@
2
64 þ Dﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D2 þ x4vgvga2k
q
1
CA
 1
k2  p2

 1
k2  k21

ð1 eiðkk1ÞLÞ
þ 1
0
B@  Dﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D2 þ x4vgvga2k
q
1
CA
 1
k2  p2

 1
k2  k22

ð1 eiðkk2ÞLÞ
3
75;
ð4Þ
where the following designations are used:
p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  k2k
q
; D ¼ 1
2
ðg2 þ 2kkgÞ;
k21;2 ¼ p2 þ x2v0  D
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D2 þ x4vgvga2k
q
;
k ¼ 1vx ðx kkvkÞ: ð5Þ
Here vk and kk are the components of corre-
sponding vectors perpendicular to the axis OX in
Fig. 1. Fourier transform of the emission ﬁeld
ERadx ðrÞ in wave-zone is determined by the integral
ERadxk ¼
Z
d3keikrERadk0 ! Ak
eixr
r
;
Ak ¼ 2pixnxakxnk ; ð6Þ
calculated by the stationary phase method. Here
n ¼ nk þ nxex is the unit vector to the direction of
emitted photon observation.
To describe an inﬂuence of both emitting elec-
tron multiple scattering and initial angular spread
of the beam on the angular distribution of emitted
photons it is convenient to introduce two-dimen-
sional angular variables W and H by the formulae
v ¼ e 1  1
2
c2  1
2
W2
þW; eW ¼ 0;
n ¼ e 1  1
2
H2
þH; eH ¼ 0; ð7Þ
where c is the Lorentz factor. Using (7) and sim-
plest approximation for the crystal dielectric sus-
ceptibilities
v0 ¼ 
x20
x2
þ iv000; vg ¼ vg ¼ 
x2g
x2
þ iv00g; ð8Þ
one can represent the expression for emission
amplitude Ak in the ﬁnal form
Ak ¼ ATRk þ APXRk ; ð9aÞ
ATRk ¼ 
e
2p
ek0v
1
X0

 1
X

1
 "
þ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p
!
 1

 exp

 ixL
2 cosðu=2Þ ðr
0
  ir00Þ

þ 1
 
 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p
!
 1

 exp

 ixL
2 cosðu=2Þ ðr
0
þ  ir00þÞ
#
;
ð9bÞ
APXRk ¼
e
2p
ek0vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p x2ga2k
x2X
1
r0  ir00

 1

 exp

 ixL
2 cosðu=2Þ ðr
0
  ir00Þ

 1
r0þ  ir00þ
1

 exp

 ixL
2 cosðu=2Þ
 r0þ
  ir00þÞ

; ð9cÞ
where
X0 ¼ c2 þ ðH? W?Þ2 þ ðHk WkÞ2;
X ¼ X0 þ x
2
0
x2
; s ¼ g
2
2x2g
1

 x
x0B

;
x0B ¼ xB 1

þ ðH0k þHkÞ cot
u
2
1
;
xB ¼ g=2 sinðu=2Þ;
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e10v ¼ H? W?; e20v ¼ Hk Wk;
r0 ¼ Xþ
x2g
x2
s


ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
q 
;
r00 ¼ v000  v00g
a2kﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p : ð10Þ
Here x0 is the plasma frequency, x2g ¼
x20ðF ðgÞ=ZÞðSðgÞ=NÞe
1
2
g2u2 ; F ðgÞ is the atom
formfactor, Z is the number of electrons in an
atom, SðgÞ is the structure factor of a crystal ele-
mentary cell containing N atoms, u is the mean-
square amplitude of atomic thermal vibrations, the
directions of H and W component variations are
shown in Fig. 1.
Presented formulae (9), where the total emission
amplitude Ak is given as a sum of TR and PXR
amplitudes, are very convenient for the further
analysis of the possibilities to separate PXR con-
tribution on TR background.
3. Properties of the forward PXR and TR
Formulae (9) and (10) allow to search a sepa-
rate PXR contribution to total emission yield, TR
background and an interference between these
emission mechanisms versus some important pa-
rameters determining the experimental conditions
of PXR observation.
First of all let us consider the separate PXR
contribution. In accordance with (9c) two bran-
ches of possible X-ray waves in a crystal determine
the structure of PXR spectral-angular distribution,
but only one of them corresponding to signe ())
makes essential contribution because only the
quantity r0 can be equal to zero in the corre-
sponding denominator in the expression for APXRk .
Relatively simple formula for PXR spectral-an-
gular distribution
x
dNPXRk
dxd2H
¼ e
2
4p2
ðek0vÞ2
s2 þ a2k
x4ga
4
k
x4X2
*

1þ e xLcosðu=2Þr00  2e xL2 cosðu=2Þr00 cosð xL
cosðu=2Þ r
0
Þ
ðr0Þ2 þ ðr00Þ2
+
;
ð11Þ
follows from (9c) with account of such a circum-
stance. Here the brackets h i mean the averaging
over angles Wk and W?, determining the angular
spread in an electron beam.
Presented formula (11) is very convenient for the
general analysis of emission properties. Since a
narrow PXR peak is located near to the Bragg fre-
quency xB (see (10)) [1] the vicinity of xB is of in-
terest for the purpose of our analysis. Therefore the
‘‘fast spectral variable’’ sðxÞ is deﬁned in (10) and
(11) instead of the photon energyx (one can see that
small variations in x corresponds to great varia-
tions in sðxÞ because of large value of the coeﬃcient
g2=2x2g  1).With account of this circumstance the
quantity x is assumed to be equal to xB in the for-
mula (11) exclusive of the function sðxÞ.
Formulae, analogous to (9)–(11) were used in
work [17] for the analysis of an inﬂuence of dy-
namical diﬀraction eﬀects on TR properties. The
forward PXR contribution was considered as a
background in this work. In contrast with that TR
contribution is considered as a background in our
work, therefore our study is directed to the deter-
mination of the conditions when TR contribution
can be small enough.
Returning to the general result (11) let us con-
sider PXR angular distribution following from
(11) after integration over x. Since r00  1 such
integration can be performed by the use of the
approximation
1
x2 þ a2 ð1þ e
2ba  2eba cosðbxÞÞ
! p
a
ð1 e2baÞdðxÞ: ð12Þ
The result of integration has the form
dNPXRk
d2H
¼ e
2x20
pg2
 d
4
k
c6v
00
0
ðek0vÞ2ð1 e
xL
cosðu=2Þr
00 Þ
X2ðX2 þ c4 d2k  2jkc2 dkXÞ
* +
;
ð13Þ
where
c ¼
xB
x0
¼ g
2x0 sinðu=2Þ ; dk ¼
x2g
x20
ak;
jk ¼
v00g
v000
ak;
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X ¼ c2 þ c2 þ ðHWÞ2;
r00 ¼ v000 1
 
 2jkc
2
 dkX
X2 þ c4 d2k
!
: ð14Þ
The physical meaning of introduced by (14)
parameters c; dk and jk is clear. The parameter c
describes an inﬂuence of the density eﬀect in PXR
[10]. Indeed, the spectrum of virtual photons as-
sociated with relativistic particle moving through a
dense medium is suppressed in the frequency range
x < cx0 [1]. Since only virtual photons with en-
ergies x close to the Bragg frequency xB make an
essential contribution to the yield of PXR process
this condition can be represented as xB=x0 ¼
c < c. On the other hand the ratio c=c determines
the role of dynamical diﬀraction eﬀects in PXR.
The forward PXR occurs due to dynamical
changing of the eﬀective dielectric permeability eff
in (2), which can be represented in the form
eff 
 1 x
2
0
x2
 1
 
 d4k
c2
c2 þ c2 þ ðHWÞ2 þ 2D=x2B
!
:
ð15Þ
Since dk6 1 the additional term in (15), caused by
dynamical eﬀects, can be essential on condition
c  c only.
Parameter jk describes an inﬂuence of the
Borrmann eﬀect (or the eﬀect of anomalous
photoabsorption) on the forward PXR. This pa-
rameter determines a possible decreasing of the
eﬀective absorption coeﬃcient xr00, deﬁned by
the corresponding formula in (14). Obviously, the
necessary condition for the Borrmann eﬀect man-
ifestation in PXR jk 
 1 coincides with that in the
physics of free X-ray scattering in a crystal [19].
In accordance with the determination of x2g,
given below the formulae (10), the coeﬃcient dk
describes quantitatively the degree of non-unifor-
mity in the crystal electron density caused by the
ﬁxed crystallographic plane.
It should be noted that the forward PXR an-
gular distribution (13) does not depend on the
orientation angles H0k and H
0
?. This property can
be reasonably expected since the forward PXR
photons are emitted along the fast electron veloc-
ity without regard to the relative position of an
emitting particle and reﬂecting crystallographic
plane.
Let us consider the result (13) in the limit of
very thin target when the electron path in the
target L= cosðu=2Þ is smaller than the eﬀective
absorption length 1=xr00. The simple formula
dNPXRk
d2H
¼ e
2x20
pg2
xBL
cosðu=2Þ
d4k
c6
ðekvÞ2
X2ðX2 þ c4 d2kÞ
* +
;
ð16Þ
following under these conditions from (13), coin-
cides with the corresponding result [13].
Derived formula shows a very strong depen-
dence of the forward PXR angular distribution on
the emitting particle energy  ¼ cm. In accordance
with (16) PXR angular density in the vicinity of its
maximum is proportional to the coeﬃcient
ð1þ c2=c2Þ3, therefore ðdNPXRk =d2HÞ  c6=c6  1
within the range of small particle energies  < cm.
Thus, the forward PXR can be observed with the
understanding that
 cm ð17Þ
only, when the distribution (10) does not depend
on c.
It should be noted that the maximum of the
angular distribution of PXR photons, emitted to
Bragg scattering direction, is proportional to the
coeﬃcient ð1þ c2=c2Þ1, that is the c-dependence
of the forward PXR is signiﬁcantly stronger than
that of ordinary PXR.
Evidently, the distribution (16) decreases pro-
portional to H6 in the range of great values of
observation angles H >
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ c2
p
[13], but more
interesting property of this distribution consists in
the shift of its maximum to the side of small ob-
servation angles compared to the angular distri-
bution of ordinary PXR. Indeed, the maximum of
the distribution (16) is located near to H 

ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p Þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc2 þ c2p in contrast with that for the
angular maximum of ordinary PXR located near
to H 
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc2 þ c2p .
Formula (13) predicts the possibility of the
Borrmann eﬀect manifestation in the forward
PXR in the alternative limiting case of thick target,
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when L= cosðu=2Þ  1=xr00 and the result (13) is
reduced to
dNPXRk
d2H
¼ e
2x20
pg2
1
v000
d4k
c6
 ðek0vÞ
2
X2ðX2 þ c4 d2k  2jkc2 dkXÞ
* +
:
ð18Þ
In accordance with (18) such an eﬀect can be
realized for high energy particles ( cm) and
highly reﬂecting crystallographic planes (dk 
 1)
only. The forward PXR angular distribution, cal-
culated by (18) for ﬁxed values of the parameters
dk, c=c and diﬀerent values of the parameter jk, is
illustrated by curves presented in Fig. 2. These
curves demonstrate a shift of the maximum of
PXR angular distribution to the side of small ob-
servation angles and essential growth of its am-
plitude when increasing of the parameter jk. The
experimental veriﬁcation of the Borrmann eﬀect in
PXR is a diﬃcult task because of the necessity to
satisfy the many conditions. It seems the best way
to observe this eﬀect is to choose the Bragg fre-
quency xB in the frequency range where such an
eﬀect has been observed earlier in the process of
free X-ray scattering in given crystal.
Let us consider now an inﬂuence of multiple
scattering and initial angular spread of electron
beam on PXR angular distribution. In condition
L= cosðu=2Þ  1=xr00 under consideration PXR
yield is formed at a small part of the electron path
in the target. Therefore one can use the elec-
tron distribution function f ðW; L= cosðu=2ÞÞ at the
output of the target to perform the averaging over
W in PXR angular distribution (18). Assuming
that f ðW; L= cosðu=2ÞÞ ¼ ð1=pW2LÞexpðW2=W2LÞ;
W2L ¼ W20 þW2S;W0 is the initial beam spread,
W2S ¼ 2kL=2LR cosðu=2Þ; k 
 21 MeV, LR is the
radiation length, one can obtain from (18) with the
proviso that  cm; jk  1, dk  1 the following
expression
dNPXRk
d2H
¼ e
2x20
2pg2
d4k
v000
Z 1
0
dt et
ða2  4c2H2c2W2LtÞ
7
2
2c2H
2
ka
3
 
þ ða3  4a2c2H2k  12ac2H2k  16c2H2kc2W2Lt
þ 4að2c2H2k  c2H2Þc2W2LtÞc2W2Lt
!
;
ð19Þ
where a ¼ 1þ c2H2 þ c2W2Lt. In accordance with
(19) eﬀective values of the variable t is about
teff 
 1, therefore an inﬂuence of multiple scatter-
ing on PXR angular distribution is determined by
the parameter cWL. One can neglect the multiple
scattering with the understanding that
WL  c1 : ð20Þ
When this requirement is compared with that for
TR WL  c1, it is apparent that PXR angular
distribution is considerably less sensitive to mul-
tiple scattering because PXR angular scale DH 
c1 is many times the TR scale DH  c1 on
condition (17) when PXR contribution can be es-
sential. An inﬂuence of the multiple scattering on
the forward PXR angular distribution is illustrated
by the curves presented in Fig. 3 calculated for
diﬀerent values of the parameter cWL.
Returning to the general formula (11) let us
consider the forward PXR spectral distribution.
The formula
dNPXRk
dx
¼ e
2x20
pg2
d4k
c6v
00
0
Z
d2H

ðek0vÞ2½1 expð xLcosðu=2Þr00Þ
X2ðX2 þ c4 d2k  2jkc2 dkXÞ
* +
dðx x0BÞ;
ð21Þ
Fig. 2. The Borrmann eﬀect manifestation in the forward PXR.
Presented curves have been calculated for ﬁxed values of the
parameters c=c ¼ 2, d2 ¼ 0:8 and diﬀerent values of the pa-
rameter j2: 1 – j2 ¼ 0; 2 – j2 ¼ 0:5; 3 – j2 ¼ 0:9; 4 – j2 ¼ 1.
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analogous to (13), follows from (11) within the
frame of the approximation (12). The argument of
d-function in (21) is determined with an accuracy
of c1.
Formula (21) shows that PXR spectral width
depends strongly on a photon collimator size.
Since x0B does not depend on the observation angle
H? (see formula (10)), the collimator in a slit form
with the ﬁnite angular size DHk is of interest from
the view-point of the separation of weak PXR
signal with narrow spectrum on TR background
with wide spectrum. Assuming the conditions (17)
and (20) to be valid one can perform the integra-
tion in (21) under the additional conditions jk  1
and L= cosðu=2Þ  1=xv000. The result of integra-
tion has the form
dNPXRk
dx
¼ e
2x20
2g2
d2k
c
tanðu=2Þ
xBv000
FkðnÞg
 c Hk

þ 1
2
DHk

 n

g
 n

 c Hk

 1
2
DHk

; ð22aÞ
F1ðnÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ n2
p

ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ n2Þ2 þ d21
q
 1 n2
r
; ð22bÞ
F2ðnÞ ¼ n2 1ð1þ n2Þ32
2
664

ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
d2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ n2Þ2 þ d22
q
 1 n2
r
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ n2Þ2 þ d22
q
3
775;
ð22cÞ
n ¼ x
00
B  x
x0 cotðu=2Þ ;
x00B ¼ xBð1H0k cotðu=2ÞÞ; ð22dÞ
where the function gðxÞ ¼ 1 if x > 0 and gðxÞ ¼ 0 if
x < 0.
There are two limitations on the forward PXR
spectral width Dx in accordance with (22). One of
them is determined by the characteristics scaleDn 
1 of the functions FkðnÞ, or Dx  x0 cotðu=2Þ. The
second one Dx 
 xBDHk cotðu=2Þ is determined
by the collimator size DHk. Obviously
Dx 
 x0 cotðu=2Þ if DHk  c
1

xBDHk cotðu=2Þ if DHk  c1
#
: ð23Þ
Within the frame of approximation (12) the
width Dx ! 0 when DHk ! 0 in accordance with
(23). More general result (11) predicts the ﬁnite
value of ‘‘natural’’ PXR spectral width even
through the photon collimator angular size DHk !
0. Using (11) one can obtain in the case of thick
enough target L= cosðu=2Þ  1=xBv000 the follow-
ing estimation:
Dxmin 
 xB v
00
0
2 sin2 ðu=2Þ ; ð24Þ
so that the last formula in (23) is valid under
condition DHk  v000= sinu only.
The most interesting result, following from
(22d), consists in the character of the average
forward PXR photon energy hxi ¼ x00BðH0kÞ. In
accordance with (22d) hxi decreases when in-
creasing of H0k in contrast with that for PXR
photons emitted to Bragg scattering direction.
Such a diﬀerence is caused by the ﬁxed value of
Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of the beam multiple scattering on the forward
PXR angular distribution. Presented curves have been calcu-
lated for diﬀerent values of the parameter cWL: 1 – cWL ¼ 0:1;
2 – cWL ¼ 0:2; 3 – cWL ¼ 0:3.
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emission angle u between the axis of an electron
beam and the axis of photon detector in the ex-
periment devoted to the observation of PXR to
Bragg scattering direction. Indeed, in the case of
the forward PXR observation the equality x ¼
x00BðH0kÞ follows from the condition D ¼ 0 (D ¼
1
2
g2 þ xnkg ¼ 12 g2  xg sinðu2 þH0kÞ is the Bragg
resonance defect, deﬁned in (5)) with the under-
standing that H ¼ 0. As this takes place, x 

xBð1H0k cotðu=2ÞÞ. On the other hand the equa-
tion D ¼ 0 has the form D ¼ 1
2
g2  xg sinðu
2

H0kÞ ¼ 0 in the case of PXR to Bragg scattering
direction as is easy to show by Fig. 1. As might be
expected, x 
 xBð1þH0k cotðu=2ÞÞ under these
conditions.
In accordance with (22) the form of PXR
spectral distribution depends strongly on the
photon collimator angular size DHk and polariza-
tion index k. In the case cDHk  1 the spectral
variable nðxÞ in (22d) is approximately equal to
cHk. As this takes place the functions F1ðHkÞ and
F2ðHkÞ determine the amplitudes of narrow PXR
peaks with corresponding polarization. In the op-
posite case cDHk  1 the functions FkðnÞ describe
the natural PXR spectrum. These functions are
illustrated by the curves presented in Fig. 4.
Let us consider now TR properties. Using (9b),
one can obtain the following expression for TR
spectral-angular distribution:
x
dNTRk
dxd2H
¼ e
2
p2
ðek0vÞ2 1X0
*
 1
X
2
 1
"
þ exp

 xLv
00
0
cosðu=2Þ

 1

 a
2
k
s2 þ a2k
sin2 Q1

 2 exp

 xLv
00
0
cosðu=2Þ

 cosQ1 cosQ2
 
þ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p sinQ1 sinQ2
!#+
;
Q1 ¼
x2gL
2x cosðu=2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
q
;
Q2 ¼
x2gL
2x cosðu=2Þ s
 
þ x
2
x2g
X
!
: ð25Þ
It was suggested that the Bragg frequency xB
was far from the frequency range where the
Borrmann eﬀect can be realized (so that jk  1)
when deriving (25) from (9b).
The expression (25) diﬀers essentially from that
describing TR from an amorphous dielectric plate,
but such a diﬀerence takes place in the narrow
vicinity of the Bragg frequency xB only. Under
condition jsj  1 the distribution (25) arranges
itself into the typical form
x
dNTRk
dxd2H
¼ e
2
p2
ðek0vÞ2 1X0
*
 1
X
2
 1

þ exp

 xLv
00
0
cosðu=2Þ

 2 exp

 xLv
00
0
2 cosðu=2Þ

 cos xL
2 cosðu=2ÞX
 +
: ð26Þ
TR contribution in the vicinity of Bragg fre-
quency and observation angle Hk 
 ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Þc1 
c1, where the maximum of PXR peak is realized,
is of most interest for the purpose of PXR reﬂex
observation. In the case of the target with small
thickness L < cosðu=2Þ=xv000 an interference be-
tween two TR waves emitted from in and out-
surfaces of the target allows to suppress basically
Fig. 4. The spectral distribution of non-collimated PXR for
diﬀerent polarizations. The curves have been calculated for the
ﬁxed parameters d1 ¼ 0:88 and d2 ¼ 0:8.
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the discussed local TR contribution. But TR cross-
section (25) oscillates strongly as a function of H
and x (see Fig. 5) in the vicinity of xB. Since the
scale of such oscillations is comparable to that of
the forward PXR peak, it is very diﬃcult to both
realize the condition of TR suppression and con-
trol this condition in an experiment. The discussed
oscillations are realized on the background, de-
termined by (26). This background can be reduced
on the condition
xBL
2 cosðu=2ÞX ¼ 2pn; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ð27Þ
as it follows from (26). But on the other hand the
strong narrow TR peak appears in the vicinity of
xB on condition under consideration due to dy-
namical diﬀraction eﬀects [17]. Such a peak, ana-
lyzed in [17], contributes to the frequency and
angular range, coinciding with that of PXR.
Moreover, this peak dominates in the angular
range, H  c1  c1 .
In the case of large enough thickness of crys-
talline target L > 2 cosðu=2Þ=xBv000, when a photo-
absorption comes in to particular prominence
PXR yield is saturated and an inﬂuence of TR
resonance properties is not essential. Under such
conditions the most important for the experiment
question consist in the calculation of the depen-
dence of collimated PXR and TR spectra on the
observation and orientation angles with account of
an interference between these emission mecha-
nisms. Interference eﬀect is described by the for-
mula
x
dN INTk
dxd2H
¼  e
2a2k
p2
ðek0vÞ2
X
1
X0
*
 1
X


s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p
þ x2
x2g
X
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p
þ x2
x2g
X
 2
þ x2
x2g
v000
 2
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p 1
"
 exp

 xLv
00
0
2 cosðu=2Þ

 cosðQ2  Q1Þ  exp

 xLv
00
0
2 cosðu=2Þ

 cosQ1 cosQ2
 
þ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p sinQ2 sinQ1
!
þ exp

 xLv
00
0
cosðu=2Þ

 cos2 Q1
 
þ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ a2k
p sin2 Q1
!#+
;
ð28Þ
following from (9) under condition jk  1.
Formulae (11), (25) and (28) allow to elucidate
the most appropriate conditions for the forward
PXR observation.
4. Discussion of experimental conditions
In accordance with obtained theoretical results
the forward PXR characteristics depend on many
parameters. First of all it should be pointed to the
limitation on the emitting particle energy  cm
(17) following from (16). Since the typical for used
in experiments crystals value of cm is of the order
of hundreds MeV an electron beam with particles
energy of the order of 1 GeV is required for ex-
perimental investigations of the forward PXR. In
the following, we will assume the condition (17) to
be valid.
The forward PXR can best be demonstrated
from an experiment in which the emission prop-
erties are controlled by one parameter only; in this
case only PXR properties must be changed when
changing of such a parameter whereas TR con-
tribution remains ﬁxed. Such experimental condi-
tions can be realized due to PXR and TR
Fig. 5. The spectral-angular distribution of TR from thin non-
absorbing target. The curves have been calculated for ﬁxed
parameter ðx2=x2gÞX ¼ 2 and diﬀerent values of the parameter
x2gL=2x cosðu=2Þ: 1 – x2gL=2x cosðu=2Þ ¼ 5; 2 – x2gL=2x cosðu=
2Þ ¼ 6.
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characteristics described above in the previous
section.
In accordance with (13), (16) and (18) PXR
angular distribution does not depend on the ori-
entation angles H0k and H
0
?. On the other hand
PXR spectral distribution depends strongly on the
orientation angle H0k and does not depend on the
angle H0? as it follows from (21) and (22). As for
TR spectral and angular properties they become
very simple with the understanding that L
2 cosðu=2Þ=xBv000, when TR yield coincides with
that emitted from out-surface of the target (see
formula (25) in the corresponding limit). On con-
dition under consideration TR angular distribution
does not depend on the orientation angles H0k and
H0? and furthermore TR spectral distribution is
approximately constant in the vicinity of the Bragg
frequency xB where PXR peak is realized.
Starting from the described emission properties
we can say with reasonable conﬁdence that the
orientation angle H0k is the best parameter for
emission characteristics operating with the goal of
a separation of PXR contribution on TR back-
ground. Indeed, only the position of PXR spectral
peak x ¼ x0BðH0kÞ can be changed when changing
of H0k in the experiment with ﬁxed other parame-
ters, such as average values of observation angles
Hk ¼ hHki;H? ¼ hH?i ¼ 0, orientation angle H0? ¼
0 and collimator size DHkDH? ¼ const. Parameters
hHki;DH? and DHk must be calculated theoreti-
cally in order to obtain the best ratio signal/
background in the experiment.
Since PXR spectral width depends strongly on
the collimator size DHk we will use in calculations
the general formula (11) taking into account
‘‘natural’’ spectral width (24). To obtain a conve-
nient formula for PXR contribution estimations
we will assume that the photon collimator size
DHk is small relative to the observation angle hHki
(in accordance with (16) PXR angular maximum is
achieved in the range of large enough angles
Hk  c1 ). This condition ensured that the inte-
gration over dHk in (11) can be performed on the
assumption that Hk 
 hHki in the function
XðHk;H?Þ and the dependence of PXR spectral-
angular distribution on Hk is concentrated in the
fast variable sðx;H0k;HkÞ. Let us assume that
the target thickness L is small enough so that the
multiple scattering can be neglected (see the con-
dition (20)). On the other hand such a thick-
ness must exceed an absorption length (L
2 cosðu=2Þ=xBv000ðxBÞ) so that PXR yield is satu-
rated. Both these conditions can be represented
as
2 cosðu=2Þ
xBv000ðxBÞ
 L c
2
c2
e2
4p
LR: ð29Þ
Evidently, the ﬁeld of application of (29) in-
creases when increasing of an emission particle
energy.
In the case under study the spectral distribution
of PXR contribution to total emission yield is
presented by
dNPXR
dx
¼ e
2
2p2
x0 tanðu=2Þ
g2
X2
k¼1
dk
Z 1
2
cDH?
1
2
cDH?
dy
c2H
2
k
X2

Z skþ
sk
dx
x2 þ 1
 1ðx ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃx2 þ 1p þ X=dkÞ2 þ ðc2v000=dkÞ2 ;
sk ¼ ð1 cosuÞ c
2

dk
1

 x
x0B

 sinu c
2

2dk
DHk;
ð30Þ
where X ¼ 1þ c2hHki2 þ c2=c2 þ y2, c2H21 ¼ y2,
c2H
2
2 ¼ c2hHki2, the quantity x0B is deﬁned by the
corresponding formula in (10) where the angle
hHki is used instead of Hk.
TR background is described by the formula
dNTR
dx
¼ 2e
2
p2
x0 tanðu=2Þ
g2
 sinuc2DHk
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2hHki2 þ c2=c2
q
2
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 1
 
þ c
2
hHki2
c2hHki2 þ c2=c2
þ 4c2=c2
!
 arctan cDH?
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2hHki2 þ c2=c2
q
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1
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1þ c2hHki2 þ c2=c2
q
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3
75; ð31Þ
following from (25) at the same conditions.
It should be noted that the result (31) describes
TR spectrum in the vicinity of the Bragg frequency
only, but this limitation is not very essential be-
cause TR spectrum is approximately constant
within the range x6xB on condition (17) under
consideration.
To describe correctly experimental data it is
necessary to take into account an interference be-
tween TR and PXR. The corresponding formula
follows from (28) in the form
dN INT
dx
¼  2e
2
p2
x0 tanðu=2Þ
g2
X2
k¼1
dk
Z 1
2
cDH?
1
2
cDH?
dy
c2H
2
k
X
 1
X0

 1
X
Z skþ
sk
dxﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ 1p
 x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ 1p þ X=dk
ðx ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃx2 þ 1p þ X=dkÞ2 þ ðc2v000=dkÞ2 ;
ð32Þ
where X0 ¼ c2hHki2 þ c2=c2 þ y2.
Let us use the formulae (30)–(32) to describe
expected results of experimental study of the for-
ward PXR from diﬀerent crystals. Keeping in
mind an investigation of an inﬂuence of the target
atomic number Z on emission characteristics we
will consider PXR from heave (W) and light (Si)
crystalline targets.
In accordance with the formulae (30)–(32) the
experimental parameters xB, DH?, DHk, hHki ap-
pear in these formulae in the form of combinations
c=c ¼ xB=cx0, cDH?, sinuc2DHk, chHki. Choos-
ing the Bragg energy xB one should take into ac-
count that the particle energy  ¼ cm must be
greater than the critical energy cm (see (17)). To
illustrate an importance of the condition (17) we
present in Fig. 6 the spectrum of PXR photons
emitted from W(1 1 0) for diﬀerent values of the
parameter c=c and ﬁxed others parameters. Pre-
sented curves show that PXR yield increases when
increasing of c and saturates in the region 2c6 c.
On the other hand the ratio signal/background
following from the total emission spectrum
dN
dx
¼ dN
PXR
dx
þ dN
TR
dx
þ dN
INT
dx
ð33Þ
depends only slightly on the parameter c=c, as it is
demonstrated by the curves presented in Fig. 7.
Therefore the most appropriate value of the Bragg
frequency xB is determined by the condition
xB 
 1
2
cx0: ð34Þ
Since PXR yield is proportional to an absorption
length (see formula (22a)) which increases with
increasing of the emitted photon energy x 
 xB
the value of xB in (34) should be considered as
maximum possible one for given electron energy
cm.
The curves, presented in Fig. 8, illustrate an
inﬂuence of the photon collimator angular size
DH? on the total emission spectrum (33). As
Fig. 6. The forward PXR spectrum from W crystal versus the
energy of an emitting particle. The presented spectral distribu-
tions have been calculated for ﬁxed parameters: xB ¼ 42 keV
(u ¼ 0:134 rad); c ¼ 500; cDH? ¼ 4; chHki ¼ 0:8; cH0k ¼ 0
and sinuc2DHk ¼ 5. The values of electron Lorentz factor are:
1 – c  c; 2 – c ¼ 2 103; 3 – c ¼ 103; 4 – c ¼ 500; 5 – c ¼ 250.
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would be expected, the yield saturates when DH?
exceeds the emission characteristic angular scale
c1 . In accordance with presented curves the po-
sition of PXR reﬂex, its spectral width and the
ratio signal/background are little aﬀected with
changing of DH?.
The next question of speciﬁc interest for the
forward PXR experimental veriﬁcation consists in
correct choosing the observation angle hHki, which
is the main factor determining the ratio signal/
background. The curves presented in Fig. 9 dem-
onstrate an essential growth of such a ratio when
increasing of the angle hHki. On the other hand
this growth is accompanied by decreasing of a
total emission yield resulting on diﬃculties in a
measuring process due to the external background.
It should be noted that the inﬂuence of an inter-
ference between PXR and TR decreases with in-
creasing of hHki in accordance with Fig. 9. Such
behaviour of discussed spectra are explained by
the diﬀerence between PXR and TR angular dis-
tributions. Indeed, TR angular distribution is
more narrow than PXR one on condition c > c
under consideration. As this takes place TR con-
tribution dominates in the region of relatively
small observation angles hHki  c1 < c1 . On the
other hand PXR dominates in the range hHkic1
on the same condition. Therefore the relative
contribution of PXR to total emission yield in-
creases with increasing of hHki, but the contribu-
tion of interference term (32), proportional to the
product of TR and PXR amplitudes, decreases
relative to PXR yield.
An inﬂuence of the photon collimator angular
size DHk in the emission spectrum (33) is illus-
trated by the curves, presented in Fig. 10. It con-
trast with that for DH? the growth of DHk will
cause the PXR spectral width to increase. The
total emission yield increases, but the ratio signal/
background decreases when increasing of DHk, as
it follows from Fig. 10. Therefore the value of DHk
must be chosen based on the conditions of real
Fig. 8. The dependence of the total emission spectrum on the
photon collimator angular size DH?. Presented curves have
been calculated for ﬁxed parameters xB ¼ 42 keV (u ¼ 0:134
rad); c=c ¼ 0:5; c ¼ 500; chHki ¼ 0:8; sinuc2DHk ¼ 5;
cH
0
k ¼ 0 and diﬀerent values of the parameter cDH?: 1 –
cDH? ¼ 1; 2 – cDH? ¼ 2:8; 3 – cDH? ¼ 4.
Fig. 9. The dependence of the total emission spectrum on
the average observation angle hHki. The curves presented in
this ﬁgure have been calculated for ﬁxed parameters xB ¼
42 keV (u ¼ 0:134 rad); c ¼ 500; c=c ¼ 0:5; cDH? ¼ 4;
sinuc2DHk ¼ 5; cH0k ¼ 0 and diﬀerent values of the parameter
chHki: 1 – chHki ¼ 0:2; 2 – chHki ¼ 0:8; 3 – chHki ¼ 1:5.
Fig. 7. The same, but for the total emission spectrum including
PXR, TR and interference term.
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experiment. It should be noted that the formula
(30), describing PXR spectrum, has been obtained
on the assumption that DHk  hHki  c1 . One
can see, that such a condition may be easy fulﬁlled
because the coeﬃcient sinuc2DHk, determining
PXR spectral width, can be represented in the
form ðg cosðu=2Þ=x0ÞcDHk, g cosðu=2Þ=x0  1.
Let us consider now the main for our purposes
dependence of the total emission spectrum (33) on
the orientation angle H0k. This dependence, calcu-
lated for ﬁxed parameters cDH?, chHki and
sinuc2DHk, is presented in Fig. 11. In accordance
with the results of theoretical analysis, performed
in the previous section, only the position of PXR
reﬂex is changed with changing of the orientation
angle H0k.
Obtained in this section numerical results de-
scribe the forward PXR from W crystalline target.
The dependence of emission characteristics on the
target atomic number Z is still to be determined.
To consider this question we will analyze an
emission properties from Si(2 2 0) crystal.
For correct comparison of W and Si crystals as
the forward PXR radiators we assume that Bragg
frequencies for both cases are determined by the
Eq. (34), so that the coeﬃcient c=c is the same for
W and Si radiators. Since W and Si crystals vary
on the plasma frequency x0 and the reciprocal
lattice vector g the Bragg frequencies and orien-
tation angles between emitting electron impulse
and reﬂecting crystallographic plane are diﬀerent
for these crystals due to the condition (34). It is
reasonable to suggest that the parameters cDH?,
chHki and sinuc2DHk, determining the properties
of distributions (30)–(32) apart from the parameter
c=c, must be the same for W and Si for correct
comparison of these radiators. Curves presented
on Fig. 12 describe DHk-dependence of the total
emission spectrum, calculated for Si(2 2 0) at the
indicated conditions.
Fig. 12. The same as in Fig. 10, but for Si(2 2 0) target. The
presented curves have been calculated for ﬁxed parameters
xB ¼ 16 keV (u ¼ 0:413 rad); c ¼ 500; chHki ¼ 0:9; cH0k ¼ 0;
c=c ¼ 0:5; cDH? ¼ 4. The values of the parameter sinuc2DHk
are the same as in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. The total emission spectrum versus the photon colli-
mator angular size DHk. Presented curves have been calculated
for ﬁxed parameters xB ¼ 42 keV (u ¼ 0:134 rad); c ¼ 500;
chHki ¼ 0:8; c=c ¼ 0:5; cDH? ¼ 4; cH0k ¼ 0 and diﬀerent
values of the parameter sinuc2DHk: 1 – sinuc
2
DHk ¼ 1; 2 –
sinuc2DHk ¼ 5; 3 – sinuc2DHk ¼ 10.
Fig. 11. The dependence of the forward PXR reﬂex on the
orientation angle H0k. The positions of PXR peaks correspond
the following values of the parameter cH
0
k: 1 – cH
0
k ¼ 0; 2 –
cH
0
k ¼ 0:5; 3 – cH0k ¼ 1. The curves have been calculated for
ﬁxed parameters xB ¼ 42 keV (u ¼ 0:134 rad); c ¼ 500;
chHki ¼ 0:8; c=c ¼ 0:5; cDH? ¼ 4; sinuc2DHk ¼ 5.
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Evidently, the discusseddependence is analogous
to that, calculated for W radiator and presented in
Fig. 10, but the spectral width for radiator is much
more than that for Si one. The forward PXR
spectral width Dx 
 xBDHk cotðu=2Þ, determined
by the Eq. (23) (this formula for Dx is immediately
follows from the equation x ¼ x0B, is deﬁned by
(10)), can be represented as
Dx 
 cx
3
0
g2
sinuc2DHk ð35Þ
on condition (34) under consideration. In accor-
dance with (35) Dx  Z32 for ﬁxed parameter
sinuc2DHk, as expected in our analysis.
Two important for an experiment conclusions
follow from (35) and Figs. 10 and 12. The total
emission yield increases when increasing of the
target atomic number Z resulting in the growth of
the ratio emission under study/external back-
ground. In addition to this in the experiment with
Si target X-ray detector with very high energy
resolution dx is needed (dx  1–10 eV in accor-
dance with Fig. 12) in contrast to the experiment
with W target, when the value of dx can be of the
order of hundreds eV. Thus, W crystal is more
convenient for the forward PXR observation than
Si one.
Integrating (30) over the photon energies one
can obtain the following formula:
NPXR 
 e
2
2
x0 tanðu=2Þ
g2
Dx
c2v
00
0
GPXR;
GPXR ¼ d21
1
X
1
2
1
0
BB@ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X21 þ d22
q
þ X1
r
1
CCAþ d22c2hHki2
 1
X
3
2
1
0
BB@ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X21 þ d22
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X21 þ d22
q
þ X1
r
1
CCA;
ð36Þ
where X1 ¼ 1þ c2hHki2 þ c2=c2, Dx is determined
by (35), this formula has been derived with the
constraint cDH?  1.
This formula allows not only to estimate the
total number of emitted PXR photons NPXR, but
to express the important ratio signal/background
in terms of main parameters as well,
NPXR
Dx
NTR
dx
$
¼ p
2
1
sinuc2DHk
1
c2v
00
0
ðGPXR=GTRÞ;
GTR ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X1  1
p 1
 
þ c
2
hHki2
X1  1 þ 4c
2
=c
2
!
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X1
p 2

þ 1þ c
2
=c
2
X1
þ 4c2=c2

; ð37Þ
where the function GTR has been obtained from
(31) on condition cDH?  1.
The last formula shows (in accordance with
Figs. 10 and 12) that the photoabsorption and the
photon collimator size DHk are the main parame-
ters determining the ratio signal/background.
To test the validity of the developed theory we
assume to perform the forward PXR experimental
investigation at internal electron beam of Tomsk
synchrotron (Emaxe ¼ 500 MeV, Ne6 5 1010 elec-
tron per second) and external beam of Lebedev
Physical Institute synchrotron with particle ener-
gies 300–1000 MeV (Ne  1010 electron per sec-
ond), where we are planning to both search a
dependence of PXR yield on the particle energy
and measure an angular distribution of emitted
photon ﬂux.
In the previous experiment devoted to the for-
ward PXR veriﬁcation [15] an emission from Si
crystal was measured for emitted photon energies
30 and 40 keV and emitting electron energy  ¼
500 MeV. Large energy of emitted photons (c >
c), small electron beam intensity and very narrow
spectral width of the PXR peak in comparison
with the energy resolution of used crystal-diﬀrac-
tometer (Dx=x  102) prevented to separate the
forward PXR contribution to total emission yield.
As indicated in this paper, the most appropriate
targets for the discussed emission observation are
the crystals with large atomic numbers like tung-
sten. The width of the forward PXR spectral
distribution for this crystal exceeds that for Si
target under the comparable conditions by more
than one order of magnitude in accordance with
Figs. 10 and 12.
Tungsten crystal with the h111i and (1 1 0)
orientation will be used in the new experiment at
Tomsk synchrotron. This crystal has been pre-
pared by the use of the technology described in
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[20]. The crystal mosaicity does not exceed 0.5
mrad (FWHM). For the tungsten crystal with the
thickness 0.3 mm fabricated by the use of this
technology the eﬀect of anomalous photoabsorp-
tion of Fe Ka radiation has been observed in the
experiment [21].
Experimental method used in the experiment
[15] may appear as the most convenient for the
forward PXR observation. As in the cited work
two crystal-diﬀraction spectrometers based on
pyrolytic graphite crystals and thin NaI(Tl) de-
tectors (t ¼ 1 mm) will be used. These spectrome-
ters ensure energy resolution Dx=x6 1% and
relatively high intensity of diﬀracted photon ﬂux
(for the ﬁrst reﬂection order X-ray reﬂectivity is
about 10–20% [22]). The contribution of back-
ground photons with energies diﬀerent from the
selected one do not exceed 2–5%. High diﬀracted
beam intensity is needed because of small intensity
of the radiation under study and relatively low
current of electron beam. Changing of the obser-
vation angle hHki will be realized by the shift of
goniometers with installed pyrolytic graphite
crystals to the direction perpendicular to the axis
of incident electron beam. The maximum value of
this angle is limited by the size of the accelerator
chamber output window (6–8 mrad, 
3–4c1 ).
For the reliable experimental conﬁrmation of
the forward PXR existence we simultaneously
measure two X-ray yield orientation dependencies
(OD) for diﬀerent photon energies (x < cxp 
 80
keV) and OD for high energy photons. The mea-
surement of hard radiation yield is necessary for
both the control of experimental apparatus and
the crystal target alignment by planar and axial
channeling radiation yield measurement. To elim-
inate the masked contribution of a planar chan-
neling radiation the measurement of OD for the
forward PXR will be carried out for the h111i axis
intersection (for more details see [15]).
As can be seen from Fig. 11, the forward PXR
photon energy xðH0kÞ is smoothly changed with
changing of the crystal plane orientation angle H0k.
Therefore the sharp maximum must be manifested
in OD for the total emission yield, measured by
crystal-diﬀractometer tuned to the ﬁxed photon
energy xd, when the average PXR energy xðH0kÞ
becomes equal to xd. Simultaneous measurement
of OD for two diﬀerent photon energies allows to
clearly demonstrate the forward PXR peak exis-
tence. PXR peak with larger energy must be
measured ﬁrstly with increase in the orientation
angle H0k in accordance with the formula for
x00BðH0kÞ in (22d).
The measurements will be carried out for pho-
ton energies xd 
 40 keV ðc  2cÞ and xd 
 30
keV ðc  2:5cÞ. By picking such values of the
photon energy one should take into account both
the condition (17) and the requirement of a small
inﬂuence of emitting electron coherent azimuhal
scattering on atomic strings (see, for example, [23])
on the measured OD. On the basis of the mea-
surements of an emission yield with the average
energy of x ¼ 67 keV from tungsten crystal with
thickness of 1.7 mm and the electron energy
Ee ¼ 500 MeV we may assume that for this elec-
tron energy and photon frequency x  40 keV
(HB  70 mrad) the distortion of X-ray OD due to
the mentioned mechanism will be negligible [24].
The most appropriate values of photon energies
and observation angles will be adjusted by the
exact calculation of the inﬂuence of azimutal
multiple scattering on the forward PXR charac-
teristics.
5. Conclusions
The performed analysis provides a physical
ground for experimental searches of the new
emission mechanisms, known as PXR along an
emitting particle velocity, or the forward PXR.
One of the most diﬃcult problems in the task of
the forward PXR observation is a high level
background from the side of TR. The ratio
NPXR=NTR can be increased by the collimation of a
total emission at large observation angles, where
PXR angular density can exceed TR one. But as
this takes place PXR yield becomes too small to be
observed experimentally. The possibility to solve
this problem is shown in our work. The most im-
portant results of performed calculations consist in
the following:
• The forward PXR yield may be suﬃcient for its
experimental measurement exclusively with the
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understanding that the energy of emitting elec-
trons exceeds the critical energy determined by
the Eq. (17);
• The energy of emitted PXR photon ﬂux is chan-
ged with changing of the orientation angle
between an emitting electron and reﬂecting crys-
tallographic plane. The direction of this chang-
ing for the ﬁxed observation angle H is opposite
to that realizing in the process of PXR to Bragg
scattering direction;
• To obtain an appropriate ratio signal/back-
ground it is necessary to collimate the total
emission at the large observation angle Hk in
the reaction plane. The value of such an angle
can be determined by the Eqs. (30)–(32), (37)
and the curves presented in Fig. 9;
• The total emission yield increases, but the ratio
signal/background decreases with increasing of
the photon collimator angular size DHk. Appro-
priate value of DHk depends on the concrete ex-
perimental conditions and can be determined by
the Eq. (37) and Figs. 10 and 12;
• The forward PXR spectral width depends
strongly on the target atomic number Z and in-
creases essentially with increasing of Z. Since
this eﬀect allows to increase the total emission
yield and to reduce the requirements for X-ray
detector energy resolution the heavy crystals
are more appropriate as radiators for the for-
ward PXR observation.
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